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Item Number

Pearl Series

List Price
(GBP)
£2,995

EPI-ESP1441

Epiphan Pearl Mini all-in-one 3 input video production system
The most reliable, all-in-one video production system that’s small in size and big on pro features.
Record, stream and switch up to three full HD video inputs from HDMI™, SDI, and USB sources. Epiphan Pearl Mini™
takes your video production to the next level.
The Epiphan Pearl Mini Live Video Production System lets you switch, record, and stream up to two HD video inputs.
This touchscreen-operated device will fit right into classrooms, lecture halls, houses of worship, or any other situation
that requires simple switching operations with the capacity to record and stream content live.

EPI-ESP1150

Epiphan Pearl 2 all-in-one 6 input video production system
The Pearl-2 Base Video Mixer from Epiphan is a powerful live production mixer that lets you create visually appealing
live video programs by combining, encoding, switching, and recording up to six video sources and two audio sources.
With Pearl-2 you can share any kind of video, anytime, anywhere. Simple to use with a web-based portal for initial
configuration, you get a drag and drop interface to create completely customizable layouts for your live stream. You
can choose to keep Pearl-2's default encoding settings, or customize them to meet your exact needs. Control the
video recorder and video switcher capabilities via the touchscreen or the tablet-friendly Epiphan Live interface.

£5,465

EPI-ESP1151

Epiphan Pearl 2 all-in-one rackmount 6 input video production system (2RU)
The Pearl-2 Rackmount Video Production Device from Epiphan is a production video mixer that lets you create visually
appealing live video programs by combining, encoding, switching, and recording up to six video sources and two audio
sources. Simple to use with a web-based portal for initial configuration, you get a drag and drop interface to create
completely customizable layouts for your live stream. You can choose to keep Pearl-2's default encoding settings, or
customize them to meet your exact needs. Control the video recorder and video switcher capabilities via the
touchscreen or the tablet-friendly Epiphan Live interface. It features a 2 RU rackmount server with all the same
functionality as the portable Pearl-2, but designed for installation and operation in a rack

£5,995

EPI-ESP1152

Epiphan Pearl-2 Rackmount Twin Video Production Device (2 RU)
The Pearl-2 Rackmount Twin Video Production Device from Epiphan is a production video mixer that lets you create
visually appealing live video programs by combining, encoding, switching, and recording up to six video sources and
two audio sources. Simple to use with a web-based portal for initial configuration, you get a drag and drop interface to
create completely customizable layouts for your live stream. You can choose to keep Pearl-2's default encoding
settings, or customize them to meet your exact needs. Control the video recorder and video switcher capabilities via
the touchscreen or the tablet-friendly Epiphan Live interface. It features a 2 RU rackmount that contains two complete
(and independent) Pearl-2 systems

£11,965

EPI-ESP1205
EPI-ESP1468
EPI-PEARLBUN1

Epiphan Pearl 4K Addon for Pearl 2
Epiphan Hard carry case for Pearl Mini
Epiphan Pearl Bundle 1
Contains the following
•1 x Epiphan Pearl Mini all-in-one 3 input video production system
•1 x Epiphan Hard carry case for Pearl Mini
•1 x Epiphan LUMiO 12x™ PTZ Camera
•1 x Wise 64GB SDXC UHS-II Memory Card

£1,815
£170
£4,459

Item Number

USB3.0 converters

List Price
(GBP)
£429

EPI-ESP1360

Epiphan AV.io 4K USB 3.0 Video Grabber
This sleek capture device features an HDMI input and USB 3.0 output. It supports up to 4096 x 2160 (DCI 4K)
resolution on input and allows you to retain the resolution on output or scale it up or down. Connect cameras, mobile
devices, home entertainment devices, and other HDMI sources, and transmit the content to your computer with audio,
uncompressed, and with near-zero latency.

EPI-ESP1138

Epiphan AV.io HD USB 3.0 Video Grabber
The AV.io HD is a UVC device that shows up on your computer as a webcam. As a UVC device it's designed to
integrate with a capture software on your computer, and it's seamlessly compatible with all the popular capture
software, including Wirecast, Skype, QuickTime, Adobe FMLE, VLC media player, Windows Camera, and any
conferencing software. The captured data can be used for a variety of purposes, like high-end streaming, webcam
applications requiring higher image quality than standard webcams offer, and for recording, such as if a doctor needs
to capture an ultrasound.

£345

EPI-ESP0964

Epiphan AV.io SDI USB 3.0 Video Grabber.
This sleek capture device features a 3G/HD/SD-SDI input and USB 3.0 output (USB 2.0 backwards-compatible). It
supports up to 1920 x 1080 resolution on both input and output at up to 60 fps. It also features automatic audio
resampling. For situations with surround sound or multi-lingual audio, you can choose which audio pair to capture.
Connect cameras, switchers, and other SDI devices and transmit the content to your computer uncompressed and
with near-zero latency

£429

EPI-ESP1137

Epiphan DVI2USB 3.0 Video Grabber
The DVI2USB 3.0 Video Grabber from Epiphan is an external capture card lets you capture uncompressed video and
images from DVI, VGA, or non-HDCP protected HDMI devices on your computer over USB 3.0 in resolutions up to
1080p and 1920 x 1200. It also supports simultaneous capture of stereo digital HDMI audio. An included driver allows
for extensive configuration of color space conversion, image scaling, and audio re-sampling for maximum flexibility in
video capture settings. For a ready-to-use package, a DVI cable, a DVI to VGA adapter cable, and a DVI to HDMI
adapter are included, as well as a USB 3.0 cable.

£600

EPI-ESP0657

Epiphan SDI2USB 3.0 Video Grabber
Record an uncompressed 3G, HD, or SD-SDI video feed from a camcorder, switching console, or deck with your
computer with the Epiphan SDI2USB 3.0 3G-SDI Video Capture Device. Using a USB 3.0 connection, you can record
1920 x 1080 resolution video at up to 60 fps without the need for separate programs or drivers.

£600
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Item Number
EPI-ESP1382

Item Number

Streaming media solutions
Epiphan Webcaster X2
The Epiphan Webcaster X2 can broadcast to either YouTube Live or Facebook Live. Plug in your camera, switcher, or
other HD video source via HDMI, connect to a local area network via Wi-Fi or hardwired Ethernet, and set up your
stream by pairing the device to your relevant streaming accounts. The front display shows streaming status and
pairing codes for setup. For additional tweaking, plug the HDMI output into a monitor and connect a separately
available mouse or keyboard to the onboard USB ports. To keep things easy, the Webcaster X2 will automatically
configure the H.264 encoding bit-rate for optimal performance based on the streaming platform and output resolution.

Capture cards

EPI-ESP0705

Epiphan DVI2PCIe Duo PCIe x4 Video Capture Card with SDI and Dual-Link DVI Inputs
The DVI2PCIe Duo PCIe x4 Video Capture Card from Epiphan can capture lossless video from dual-link and singlelink DVI sources, and VGA, HDMI, and SDI video sources, as well as audio from SDI and unencrypted HDMI sources.
The card supports various resolutions up to 2048 x 2048, with different frame rates supported for each. Full HD 1080p
resolution can be captured at up to 60 fps, 2048 x 2048 at 20 fps, and 1024 x 768 at 85 fps

EPI-ESP0419

Epiphan DVI2PCIe A/V Input Kit for DVI2PCIe & DVI2PCIe Duo
Upgrade the functionality of your DVI2PCIe or DVI2PCIe Duo capture card (both sold separately) with the DVI2PCIe
A/V Input Kit from Epiphan. Featuring two daughter boards (one S-video and one TRS) and add-on brackets, ribbons,
and an adapter, the kit allows you to add more video and audio inputs to the DVI2PCIe and/or DVI2PCIe Duo.

Item Number

Specialty products

List Price
(GBP)
£257

List Price
(GBP)
£1,029

£216

List Price
(GBP)
£429

EPI-ESP1352

Epiphan KVM2USB Pocket-Sized KVM over USB Device
The KVM2USB Pocket-Sized KVM over USB Device from Epiphan is a simple solution to finding and lugging around
"crash carts" with a monitor, keyboard, and mouse to administer headless servers and other machines. This highly
compact solution is easily plugged in and requires no additional power, so you don't have to locate a spare electrical
outlet onsite, or drain valuable power from your UPS systems during emergency shutdown procedures. The
KVM2USB is ideal for network administrators and security experts who want to manage red-lan, compartmentalized
LANs, DMZs, or contaminated equipment without making connections that expose other equipment and networks to a
compromised machine.

EPI-ESP0440

Epiphan VGADVI Broadcaster
VGADVI Broadcaster captures HD video sources such as a computer monitor, RADAR display or ultrasound monitor
as well as SD video sources such as a camera feed. VGADVI Broadcaster can stream these sources as two
synchronized, time-stamped streams or a multi-source layout with customized branding. Streams can be remotely
accessed through web browsers, media players, mobile devices or set-top boxes. Streams can be recorded to local
storage and downloaded at a later date.

£1,375

EPI-ESP1040

Epiphan LUMiO 12x™ PTZ Camera
Capture a beautiful 72.5° wide view of your event at 1080p with Epiphan’s PTZ camera, LUMiO 12x. Focus in on
important visual details with 12× optical zoom and 2× digital zoom for ultimate capture precision. Use the remote
control to create and apply custom presets with the touch of a button for quick, simple and error-proof camera
operation. Pair with Epiphan Pearl-2 for a complete live production solution right out of the box.

£1,285

Item Number
EPI-ESP1153
EPI-ESP1156
EPI-ESP0957
EPI-ESP0958
EPI-ESP0959
EPI-ESP0960
EPI-ESP0795
EPI-ESP0796
EPI-ESP0785
EPI-ESP0786
EPI-ESP1415
EPI-ESP1416
EPI-ESP1450
EPI-ESP1451
EPI-ESP1196
EPI-ESP1197
EPI-ESP1198
EPI-ESP1199
EPI-ESP1203
EPI-ESP1204
EPI-ESP0799
EPI-ESP0800

Support Plans
Epiphan AV.io 4K - 3yr SupportPlan
Epiphan AV.io 4K - 3yr SupportPlan+
Epiphan AV.io HD - 3yr SupportPlan
Epiphan AV.io HD - 3yr SupportPlan+
Epiphan AV.io SDI - 3yr SupportPlan
Epiphan AV.io SDI - 3yr SupportPlan+
Epiphan DVI2PCIe - 3yr SupportPlan
Epiphan DVI2PCIe - 3yr SupportPlan+
Epiphan DVI2USB 3.0 - 3yr SupportPlan
Epiphan DVI2USB 3.0 - 3yr SupportPlan+
Epiphan KVM2USB 3.0 - 3yr SupportPlan
Epiphan KVM2USB 3.0 - 3yr SupportPlan+
Epiphan Pearl Mini - 3yr SupportPlan
Epiphan Pearl Mini - 3yr SupportPlan+
Epiphan Pearl-2 - 3yr SupportPlan
Epiphan Pearl-2 - 3yr SupportPlan+
Epiphan Pearl-2 Rackmount - 3yr SupportPlan
Epiphan Pearl-2 Rackmount - 3yr SupportPlan+
Epiphan Pearl-2 Rackmount Twin - 3yr SupportPlan
Epiphan Pearl-2 Rackmount Twin-3yr SupportPlan+
Epiphan VGADVI Broadcaster - 3yr SupportPlan
Epiphan VGADVI Broadcaster - 3yr SupportPlan+
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List Price
(GBP)
£107
£129
£86
£104
£107
£129
£257
£309
£150
£180
£107
£129
£749
£899
£1,366
£1,640
£1,499
£1,799
£2,991
£3,590
£344
£413
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